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News
1: “Apply to layout” option available
Starting with Advance CAD 2015.1, a new option has been added to the Print dialog box.
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The option allows the user to save and apply changes made in the plot settings (Page Size, Print
Area, Scale, etc.) of each layout from a drawing.



These settings will come up as default the next time the user opens the layout.
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2: Import of DGN files
Advance CAD 2015.1 allows the user to import MicroStation Design files. The import/opening of DGN 7 files is
also supported now.
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3: “Updatefield” command added
A new command for updating the attributes from dynamic blocks is now available.



After selecting the desired dynamic blocks, a message appears in the command bar which states the
number of fields that were found and updated.

4: The center snap is available for the Sphere entity
Snap points can be acquired for the centers of spheres.
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5: Splines can be edited using the PEDIT command
New to Advance CAD 2015.1, the PEDIT command can be applied to splines in the same way it is used for
lines.
After selecting the spline, the program detects that the selected object is not a polyline and asks the user
whether he wants to turn the spline into one or not.
Before converting it, the user is prompted to enter a precision value between 0 and 99; the higher the value, the
more accurate the polyline result will be.
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6: The "List" command can be applied for PDF files
Advance CAD 2015.1 offers users the possibility to apply the LIST command to any PDF file attached within the
drawing.
The information is displayed inside the Advance CAD History window and it refers to details about: Handle,
Current space, Layer, Color, Line type, Line weight, Underlay, Insertion Point, X, Y, Z scale factors, Rotation
angle, Fade, Contrast, Monochrome, Show Underlay and Clipping.

7: The "Publish" command was added to the G-Menu
New to this version of Advance CAD, the PUBLISH command has been added to the G-Menu. With this
command, the user can publish the drawing set to a plotter, printer, or file. The user can also send it to the
plotter named in the page setup. Saved drawing sets can be appended to the current list for republishing.
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8: Possibility to Edit Attributes from Properties
An “Attributes” field has been added to the properties window for Advance CAD 2015.1.
It allows the user to edit attributes directly from the properties window: any change made within the “Attributes”
field is automatically applied to the drawing.

9: Option to save a BAK file was added
Advance CAD 2015.1 offers the user the possibility to choose whether to create a backup (“BAK”) file or not
when drawings are saved. A check box now exists in the in the “General” tab from the “Options” dialog.
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10: Multiple items can now be selected in purge command
The possibility to select multiple elements has now been added for the purge dialog. This way, the
purge operation can be performed for more than one item at a time.

11: Special characters are now supported when describing layers
The following characters are now supported in names and when describing layers: < > / \ “ : ? | , = ’ ;
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12: Dropdown lists can now be searched by key
The possibility to search by key within dropdown lists has been added for this version of Advance CAD.

Search by “S” key

13: "Select similar” command added
The "Select Similar" tool has been added to select objects with the same type and properties.
The behavior of select similar is controlled by the SELECTSIMILARMODE system variable. The default value is
130. It means it will choose objects with same name (128), which are on same layer (130). The value range is
between 0 (no fields checked) and 255 (all fields checked).
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Improvements
1: Speed improvements
The greatest enhancement brought about by Advance CAD 2015.1 is the increased speed in redrawing objects.
This has a great impact on many operations.



Major speed improvements regarding zoom, pan and orbit.
The redrawing differences between Advance CAD 2015.1 and both Advance CAD 2015 and Advance
CAD 2015 SP1 are significant. Depending on the size of the drawing, the speed for zoom and pan has
improved up to 10-15 times compared to Advance CAD 2015 and up to 4-8 times compared to
Advance CAD 2015 SP1.




Improved speed for saving big drawings with Advance CAD 2015.1.



When OSNAPHATCH is set to 1, the cursor movement is now fluent over all hatches (with any active
command).



Improved speed when OSNAP is activated. This is valid for simple snapping operations, as well as for
object snap tracking.



When attaching large Xrefs, the operation is completed fast and smooth. Snaps can be used without
problems during the Xref attachment process.

Speed enhancements for orbit: while in command, the drawing moves in real time and it is possible to
place the drawing on a specific position. Also, it is now possible to orbit while using move or copy: the
cursor moves smoothly and in real time.

2: External reference
 The Xopen command now has improved user prompts.
 The attachment of a large Xref now takes a reasonable time, even when OSNAP is activated. During
this operation, it is also possible to work with the drawing, including zoom and pan, and the cursor
moves smoothly.
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Corrections have been made for a specific case of Xref reloading. When the user unloads the Xref,
this makes it hidden in the drawing. After the user reloads the Xref, it is now correctly displayed in all
cases.
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Advance CAD now supports Xrefs which contain the “%” symbol in their names.

3: Print improvements
 Advance CAD 2015.1 now remembers the window print area from one printing to another. If between

two prints, the user chooses zoom or PAN, the print area is now maintained correctly (both the
coordinates and the Print Preview).
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4: Zoom
 The Zoom - Extents option has been improved when working in Layout space



In Advance CAD 2015.1, the option Zoom - Extents is now correctly applied for any drawing (before
and after saving the drawing).
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The user can also perform Zoom - Extents after a PAN and the operation is completed successfully.



Advance CAD now supports correct zoom extents for multiple viewports which contain frozen entities.
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5: Viewports
 In the previous versions, after changing the scale of a viewport, the drawing's view was reset to a

previous one (the changes made were not kept). The viewports’ content is no longer reset after a
change is made.



The content of custom viewports is now correctly shown after moving the viewport.



The behavior of polygonal viewports has been improved: when the user wants to modify the shape of
the viewport via the Endpoint grips, the drawing is correctly displayed according to the new shape of
the viewport.




Viewports can now be deleted from drawings.
Creating a new viewport does not keep the viewport active anymore.
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6: Blocks and attributes
 Insertion of blocks from Advance Tool Palette is now possible for all languages.
 Editing the block's attributes even if the block is overlapping a viewport is now possible.
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After turning layers ON/OFF blocks and attributes are not displayed anymore.
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7: Layers
 Corrections have been made for blocks assigned to a layer which is frozen: the block is not displayed

when freezing the layer in the active viewport and it is displayed after thawing the layer in the same
viewport.



There were some problems regarding the command “Freeze in current viewport” and it was not
working properly (the layer was frozen in all viewports). This issue was addressed and viewport freeze
is now correctly applied.

8: Layout
 A viewport is now automatically created when switching to layout.
9: “Options” dialog box
 Changing the color of the crosshairs is now possible without any errors.
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10: Scale
 The user can now create a custom scale both in model and in layout without any problem.

11: "Colors" dialog box
 Any color from the color palette can now be selected.
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12: Modeling
 There were certain problems when slicing a solid: the desired side was not deleted after performing
the command. This issue has been solved.

13. Line types
 For specific cases, dotted lines disappeared when performing zoom-in and zoom-out. This issue has
been fixed.
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14: 3D modeling
 Specific grips issues have been fixed for 3D solids. The properties of the elements are now correctly
displayed according to the changes performed for any of the grips.
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Several improvements were made regarding the creation of boxes: the elements are created correctly
when using the diagonal dimension as an input. Also ORTHO can be enabled when creating a cube
and multiple entities, having the same height, are created without any problem.



Arc entities and circles can now be moved correctly along the Z axis.
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The color of the elements is now kept after applying _subtract to them.



The extrusion path was not placed in the center of the element when trying to extrude a 2D object.
This issue has been corrected.



The user now has the possibility to create a correct 3D ellipse.

15: 2D modeling
 PEDIT command is now correctly applied: lines are converted to polylines and then joined without any
problems, whether there are multiple or single elements selected.



Improvements were made in the behavior of the _change command. There is a message displayed
after choosing the point of an element that cannot be changed (No changeable object selected) and
the element remains unchanged.




Corrections were made for specific strings problems.



Several improvements have been made regarding OTRACK while UCS is rotated. Elements were not
correctly stretched when UCS was rotated, because of some OTRACK issues which have now been
fixed.

There was a particular problem when creating a polygon: if the user provided at input another key than
the ones asked by the polygon command, the command ended. This issue has now been corrected.
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16: Dimensions and texts
The dimensions are now associated when using _dimlinear and _dimaligned while snap points are enabled.
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Corrections have been made for the situation when moving objects along the Z axis. Their associative
dimensions now move along with the objects.



Improvements have been made regarding Multiline Text: numbering is continued when editing an
existing text and the editor now displays correctly any Czech characters.
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17: Commands
 Within the _customize dialog, the list of defined keys with assigned commands has been improved.
The shortcuts are now well organized and correctly applied.



Data can now be copied between two drawings without any problem.



There were some issues regarding the WIPEOUT command: wipeout objects did not reflect
background color, and the user could not hide the frame either. The problems have now been fixed.



Crosshairs are represented correctly, regardless of the color of the background.
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There were some problems regarding the display of the text background when it had the same color
as the screen background. These issues have been corrected.



LIST command is now applied correctly for attribute definitions. Advance CAD 2015.1 offers the user
the possibility to apply LIST command for any attribute definitions from the drawing.



Issues regarding the display of toolbars and the import of a custom menu using TOOLBARLOAD have
been resolved for this version of Advance CAD.

18: System variables
The BKGCOLOR system variable that should store the background color for the drawing is now
correctly read (it contains values from 0 to 255).

19: Improvements for a better use of Autodesk Advance Concrete
 Break command for linear elements is now correctly applied.
 Creating and renaming layouts is now possible on Windows 8 as well.
20: Improvements for a better use of Autodesk Advance Steel
 Improved behavior when selecting all elements (using Ctrl+A) from a Multiuser Master model.
 It is now possible to copy elements in a model when OSNAP option is activated.
 In AS drawings opened with _recover, graphics are now correctly displayed.
21: Rendering improvements
 Corrections in rendering have been made for specific cases.
 The complete drawing is now fully inside the render window resulted.
 Rendering a big model is now possible without any errors.
22: Improved performance for operations on complex drawings
 Improvements were made when opening large drawings (specific cases).
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